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StampPictures Crack + Free Download (Final 2022)

StampPictures is an easy-to-use software
application designed to help you create
and apply custom watermarks to your
digital images. It allows you to stamp (i.e.
add text or logos) entire folders of images
at once with a few mouse clicks.
StampPictures Pros: - Create and apply
multiple watermarks to multiple images at
once. - Add text or logos anywhere on an
image. - Choose from thousands of
watermarks styles. - Easy to use. - Allows
for multi-image text stamping at once.
StampPictures Cons: - The free version is
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limited to 10 images. - The watermark
types do not work in all image editing
programs. - Watermark will sometimes
disappear. StampPictures is the best
software for watermarking your photos. It
supports multiple image types, and allows
you to customize the appearance of the
watermark text. Although it does not
allow you to specify the position of the
watermark, it will only allow you to stamp
one watermark on an image, however it is
a huge time saver for doing so. Cons: The
free version has only 10 images allowed.
The watermark text will sometimes
disappear. There are no watermark
position options for the free version.
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Efficient watermark for quick on-screen
application. StampPictures is a quite
powerful and practical (if a little bit
overpriced) watermark application,
offering many options for text placement
and appearance, and full control over the
degree of opacity of your watermark. It’s
also reasonably well-documented, and the
demo actually gives a pretty good idea of
what it can do. The free version only
allows 10 images, and no ability to save
your watermarked images. There is also a
habit of disappearing watermarks, but this
can be fixed. Pros: • One watermark can
be applied to many images at once. •
Allows you to modify the appearance of
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the watermark. • Great for uploading
images to a WordPress blog. • Simple yet
effective. • Supports PDF and JPG files.
Cons: • Not as robust as other programs.
• The free version only allows 10 images.
• No ability to save your watermarked
images. Summary: StampPictures is a
fully-featured application that’s useful for
many applications, and can be used

StampPictures

Features • Stamp entire folders at once:
Save time and effort by applying
watermarks to your images with one
simple click • Edit your watermark as
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often as you like: Fine-tune the
dimensions, color, font, size, pattern, etc.
• Watermark all your images at once:
Stamp an image watermark onto a single
image or apply a different watermark to
each image • Crop your watermark: Crop
your watermark to fit your image. Simply
select the area of your image you wish to
affect and set the new width and height •
Hide your watermark: If you’d like to hide
the watermark from the user, choose the
Hide from User option and be free from
altering the dimensions and cropping the
watermark • Apply to RGB, Greyscale, or
Sepia color scheme: Apply the watermark
to the different color schemes • Apply the
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same watermark to all images in your
folder: Stamp the same watermark on
every image • Share your image with the
Watermark: Apply the watermark to every
image in your folder and share it with the
PhotoPillar cloud. Share as many images
as you like and create a time-saving
watermark library • Zoom your images:
The StampPictures application features an
extremely handy Zoom Image option.
Simply right click on an image to Zoom it.
No need to manually change the size. •
Synchronize all your watermarks: Stamp
the same watermark onto all your images,
regardless of their original watermark.
Use the StampPictures Synchronize option
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to synchronize the stamps. After all the
images are finished, you can click on the
Synchronize button to sync the
watermarks. • Drop Your Watermark In
Any Folder: For a quick and easy
watermark, StampPictures lets you drop
the stamp into any folder. Simply drag-
and-drop your stamp, and the images in
the folder will be stamped with your
selected stamp. • Auto Open: The Auto
Open option automatically opens all of the
images in a folder and stamps the image
watermark on the images • Folder
Watchers: Add a stamp to your folder, and
StampPictures adds a "Folder Watcher" to
monitor your folder for new images. •
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Save/Load Every Folder: StampPictures
allows you to save all of the watermarked
images in your folder so that you can
compare them later. • Customize Every
Watermark: If you'd like to customize
3a67dffeec
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StampPictures Full Version Free Download

StampPictures is an easy-to-use
application that will help you create and
apply custom text watermarks to your
images. It allows you to stamp entire
folders at once. Key Features Include: -
Apply StampPictures watermarks to
images with one-click. - Apply
StampPictures watermark to entire
folders. - Stamp images in JPG, PNG, TIFF,
GIF, BMP, and WBMP formats. - Stamp
images of any size. - Multiple watermark
settings per image. - Add text watermarks
to JPG, PNG, and TIFF images. - Add
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arrows to several or all images. - Stamp
images in batch mode. - Stamp images on
locations and layer. - Add StampPictures
watermark to selected areas. - Apply
StampPictures watermark to images with
a level. - Combine images and watermark
to create a unique images. - Preview and
apply StampPictures watermark. - Adjust
StampPictures watermark color. - Apply
StampPictures watermark to images
without a level. - Stamp entire folders. -
Add watermark to folder view. - Add
watermark to names, dates, and emails. -
Match image and watermark size and
save image. - Sort images by types and
size. - Remove StampPictures watermark.
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- Look for images containing certain
words. - Filter images by file size and size
of chosen images. - Adjust
"StampPreview" size. - Change color and
transparency of StampPreview. - Change
watermark color and transparency of
StampPreview. - Position StampPreview
window. - Change StampPictures title. -
Change StampPictures window to small,
medium or full screen. - Zoom images
with StampPreview. - Preview and apply
watermark to many images at once. -
Change StampPictures watermark to
images with a level. - Change
StampPictures watermark to images
without a level. - Change StampPictures
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watermark location. - Change
StampPictures text. - Change
StampPictures font. - Change
StampPictures size. - Change
StampPictures alignment. - Change
StampPictures color and transparency. -
Change StampPictures rotation. - Change
StampPictures space. - Adjust
StampPictures size to fit selected image
size. - Allow user to edit StampPictures
text. -

What's New In StampPictures?

=============== StampPictures is
an easy-to-use application that will help
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you create and apply custom text
watermarks to your images. It allows you
to stamp entire folders at once. Multiple
options are provided to change color,
alignment, font type, font size, and many
others. Moreover, StampPictures enables
you to separate your original image and
the watermarked image into two
windows. This way, you can easily switch
between the source and the watermarked
copy, or even compose your image from
different source images. The interface is
intuitive. And a user-friendly Help system
is available to guide you through the
functions. You will need to scroll through
the dozens of topics to get started, but it
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is worth the effort. StampPictures
Features:
======================= *
Separate the original image from the
watermarked copy * Multilingual support *
Set multiple options for text and color *
Set multiple options for image rotation *
Set multiple options for image cropping *
Set multiple options for picture cropping *
Set multiple options for image
enlargement * Set multiple options for
image reduction * Set multiple options for
image retouching * Applies to any image *
Applies to any image type * Applies to any
image format * Support all kinds of
images, such as RAW images, TIFF
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images, GIF images, PSD images, and
JPEG images * The ability to edit
watermarked images * Ability to read and
write labels, captions, metadata * Ability
to read and write ID numbers, keyword
tags, EXIF Data, EXIF GPS tags, IPTC, and
EXIF Data * Ability to save the watermark
settings (including watermarks,
backgrounds, and watermark borders) to
your own configuration files * Support for
all Microsoft Word versions up to Word
2007 * Support for all Microsoft
PowerPoint versions up to PowerPoint
2007 * Support for all Windows
applications up to Windows 7 * Support
for all Windows operating systems *
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Support for all Nikon digital cameras *
Support for all Canon digital cameras *
Support for all Olympus digital cameras *
Support for all Kodak digital cameras *
Support for all other camera models *
Support for all editing operations,
including rotate, crop, straighten, flip,
merge, mirror, zoom in, zoom out *
Support for all file types, including RAW
images, TIFF images, GIF images, PSD
images, JPG images, and BMP images *
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System Requirements:

Windows 7/Windows 8/Windows 10 Mac
OS X v10.8.5+/Mac OS X v10.11+
Supported Video Cards (NVIDIA): GeForce
GTX 660 Ti/GeForce GTX 660/GeForce
GTX 650 Ti/GeForce GTX 650 GeForce
GTX 1060/GeForce GTX 1070/GeForce
GTX 1080/GeForce GTX 1080 Ti GeForce
RTX 2060/GeForce RTX 2070/GeForce RTX
2080 GeForce RTX 2070 Super/GeForce
RTX 2080
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